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Job market looks promising for
students graduating from college
II National Association of Colleges and
Employers says
outlook is good for
entry-level positions

According to a recent urvey conducted by the National A ociation of
olleges and Employer , the job market
hould be welcoming graduating tudents with open arms. The number of
available entry-level positions is supposed to increase by ten percent this
year alone.
In winter quarter, career services
sponsored three recruiting events, in
addition to hosting twenty companies
and organizations who conducted oncampus interviews. On Jan. 27, 2005
one of these events specifically targeted
technical fields. It was hosted in the
lobby of Russ Engineering Center, and
reached capacity for company participation. Marketing, communication,
sales and management majors were not
forgotten. On Feb. 8, a recruiting day
for these fields was held in .conjunction
with a recruiting day for non-profit and
government agencies.
The education fair and interview day
was help on March 1, and was WSU's
largest education fair in history. It
seems that WSU is doing everything in
their power to ensure jobs for students
after graduation, and Career Service
Director Charlene Walker said she
agrees that the job market for students
is looking up. "Employment opportuni-
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Kim Gilliam advises Laura Riepenhoffon jiDing out a resume in the offiet! ofcareer services.

ties definitely exist for students that are
actively seeking employment," she said.
"Company recruiters are interested in
WSU candidates are recruiting many
different majors."
According to the survey,
accounting is the number one bachelor's
degree that is in demand by employers.
Electrical and mechanical engineering
follow closely behind. Tim Harman,
placement specialist and career advisor
for the College of Arts and Sciences at
The Ohio State University, agrees that
the number of companies conducting
interviews on campus is increasingly
rising, and because of this, so is the
availability of jobs for students. "Three
years ago, we were at aflat-line, and at
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the lowest point of jobs available on the
market," Harman said. "Now, the com-

· "Employment opportunities
definitely exist for students
that are actively seeking
employment. "
-Charlene Walker
petition is still very competitive, but
there are many more places to look."
Students agree that it may seem easier at this point and time to find a job
after graduation. Although it is recognized that students with the largest base
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of curriculum will have the easiest time
being placed into a job, every major is
in demand at this time.
To make the transition as easy as
possible, The National Association of
Colleges and Employers (NACE) offers
a website. By accessing
www.naceweb.org/products/
jo2005report.htm, students are able to
find a national forecast of the hiring
intentions of employers for the year.
The best advice to students is to actively search for employment, because it is,
without a doubt, to be had. "They (stu-dents) have to play like a utility infielder in baseball," Harlan said. "If students can do one job great, and many
others good, they will have a better
chance of finding a job that they want."
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pr. 14: A wall t wa tol n
fr m r om 106 in All l Hall.
pr. 14:
vehicl~ p rked in
Lot 12 wa found damaged by the
owner. The driver side door had
been dented leaving red tran fer
paint.
Apr. 15: A male subj ect wa
found sleeping in the men's re troom on the second floor in the
Creative Arts Center.

Drew Bau~ an integrated lanugage arls major. plays a drum and enjoys the spring weather on campus.
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Model UN team places at national
competition for 26th consecutive year
resea ch policy through the country's
Permanent Mi sion to the United
Nations, and utilize a wide array of
ources, including the United Nations
Official Document System, to gain the
mo t complete per pective of how that
country would operate in the 'real'
United Nation ."
A lot f the team ucce i
due partly bccau c of the veteran influence Dr. chlagheck and Dr. Luehrmann
ha on the new team m mber , aid
Hackcnbracht and Hay .
"A our vet rans return year after
year, they provide the neces ary upport tructure to ensure the uccess of
the new team members,' said Hackenbracht and Hayes. "In addition, the
network of alumni from teams past
continues to track the progress of this
team, and encourage each new delegate
to continue the legacy of thi program
through their commitment. Mo t importantly, the continued dedication and
hard work of our individual delegates
has continuously raised the level of
success each year."
As a participant of the Model UN

team, many opportunities can open up
to students.
"The program is designed to develop
the skill nece ary to ucceed in virtually any profes ion, and allow student
to tailor their experience to their intere t and a piration and improve kill
in which there i room for growth " aid
Hackenbracht and Haye . "Many of ur
tudent ha c remarkable opportunitie
well within their gra p foll wing th ir
participation in thi pr gr m, rangin
fr m tra cling and tudying abr ad to
pur uing job with in the public and private ector to increa ed political
awarene sand involvement. Essentially, students that dedicate themselves to
this program reap substantial rewards
both personally and professionally. It
also allows students to network with
past WSU MUN alumni, delegates and
faculty from around the world, and dignitaries in interesting and influential
roles within the international community and the United Nations system."
For more information on the NMUN
conference, you can visit
http://www.nmun.org.

Teams from all aero s die country prepare for tlie dosi11g cerenwny at the 2005 National Model
United Nations conference.

II WSU team
attends National
Model United
Nations conference
in New York City
EricQral

816a2EK4@yahoo.co

The Wright State Model UN team
won an award for the 26th consecutive
year at the 2005 National Model United
Nations conference in New York City,
March 22-26.
The team represented France and its
leaders are faculty advisors, Dr. Donna
Schlagheck and Dr. Laura Luehrmann.
This year's delegation received the first
Outstanding Position Paper award for a
Wright State University delegation representing a permanent member of the
Security Council. It also marks the first
Outstanding Delegation Award for a
Wright State University delegation representing a permanent member of the
Security Council since 1991.
The NMUN conference hosts
approximately 3,200 other students
from over 200 schools around the

w

w

w rld. Nearly 50 percent of the participants are international tudent , and
many of the schools that attend are
very well-prepared. Wright State's team
has been preparing for the New York
City trip since winter quarter. Competition isn't the main focu at the event,
though awards are given for the be t
performance .
"We aim to take a delegation
that is prepared to meet any challenges
with poise and diplomacy and to accurately represent the foreign policy of
our assigned country," said Sarah
Hackenbracht and Matt Hayes, head
delegates of the 2005 WSU National
Model United Nations Team.
"During the winter quarter, our delegates participate in the Model UN Seminar (PLS 486/686), where they practice public speaking, caucusing and
negotiation, and the rules of procedure
throughout winter quarter," said Hackenbracht and Hayes. "Before traveling
to the conference, our team spends
approximately four months researching
the foreign policy of our assigned
country and articulating that policy
within a position paper that is then sent
to the conference for evaluation prior to
our arrival in New York. We do
EXTENSIVE research to accurately
represent the foreign policy of our
assigned country. Delegates thoroughly

w.
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You'll make it through college because you've got dedication and brains. Thanks to
the Army National Guard, you'll also have a way to pay for it with the Montgomery
GI Bill, Tuition Assistance and extra state benefits. Most
Guard members serve one weekend a month and two
weeks a year, so you'll still have time for your friends
and family. Join the team that will help you get your
college degree. In the Army National Guard, YOU CAN!

1-800-GO-GUARD • www.1-800-GO-GUARD.com
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tudent Governmen ·e E
James Borchers and Molly McGraw
Sarah Tmnwald
T~

James Borcher and Molly McGraw
say, "When choo ing your candidate
think change think out of the box, and
a k yourself why n t. ''
Bor ·hers ,·aid th~ highlight of hi
campaign is the is. uc f incrca ·ing
scho I pride. " urrcntly thcr i ery
little active involvement. By better promotion and communication we can
change thi inadequacy." He .. aid he
will involve more tudent in all events
on campu by u ing SG a a communication hub and by having more student
conte t ·,Wright State apparel giveaways and social events. He also proposes the idea of a Wright State closed
circuit televi ion channel exclusive to
the campus which involve students
conducting campu new , game shows
and promotion of events and organizations. "It would produce a functioning
campu life where tudent actually
know what s going on.n
Other is ue on the
Borcher ·'McGraw platform include:
Public Safety - providing an
escort service with a three mile radius
to deter drinking and driving
Online Evaluations - evaluations
of all teacher at which can be acce ed

*
*

by all ~tudents to better gage teaching
ty le to better fit his or her need·
• Wright One card for u ·e off-campu
• Shuttle crvice - increa ing shuttle to Lot 20 and the Nutter 'enter,
providing a shuttle "ystcm around campu re idcntial living· and providing
shuttle shelter ·

* M inoritics - broad ning

th~ir

·cop and mes ·age, cross campu ·with
more student involvement
Greek - promoting a more po itive image of Greek life with student
activity projects
Recreation - the project of a bike
path which could be extended to the
mall
"James and I de erve your vote
because we are dedicated and experienced leader '' said McGraw. "We are
also fresh face with innovative ideas. '
Borchers is a junior political cience
major in pre-law. He i in the Army
ational Guard and served one year in
Iraq. He was a University College Senator, a CA and is currently a member of
the Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity where he
wa president of his pledge cla s. Jn hi
pare time Borchers said be likes to sell
in urance, work in real estate inve tment , participate in politics and hang
out with friend .

*

*

McGraw is a ophomore majoring in
communication with a minor in
women's studie , She is currently vice
president of College Democrats and a
member of Zeta Tau Alpha. In her free
time he said he likes to hang out with

friend , watch movie and shop, and
some of her intere t include politics,
reading, shopping, working out, yoga,
travel and going to sporting events.
See their website Borcher McGraw.com for more detaiL,

Jackie Eschen and Danielle Thompson
more than attending clas to obtain a
include:
degree. It i a chance to grow as a per• Diversity - directly confronting
on, meet new friends, be exposed to
the lack of cultural integration on camdiversity and ju t have a good time,"
pus at and forming a Diver ity Council
to collaborate of all of the organizations said E chen.
• Improving Student Government
on campus that represent diversity. "We
Efficiency - providing every opportunibelieve that their voices would be more
ty for students to come to SG with their
effectively heard by coming together as
concerns
one and having representation through
Eschen is a junior majoring in nursStudent Government."
ing with a minor in political science.
• Residential services - more comShe said she loves working with chilmunication between SG and the Residren and has been actively involved in
dent Community Governments, espea program for children with Autism.
cially regarding the shuttle service and
She is also co-chairman of the Ohio
~ moving days
0
Skills
USA Alumni Association and has
Student Services - instating a
0
served
as Commuter Senator for Stu8 "'safe ride" program to keep students
dent Government and President of the
§. from drinking and driving, as well as a
CD
Commuter Student Association.
~
service to provide assistance to students
Thompson is a senior marketing
g, with a "trunk full of stuff' and nowhere
ts to park. "We will make it more conven- major with a management minor. She
said she likes to volunteer at different
ient to be a student."
youth agencies, including the Light~
Enhanced Services for Traditional house Youth Services, a temporary chiland
Non-traditional
Commuter Students dren's home.
past years. 'We will primarily focus on
Creating the total collegiate expe"We believe that by voting for us
the issues of diversity, implementing
rience - enhancing communication,
you will gain diverse and experienced
weekend programming and beginning a
building tradition, organizing support
leadership team," said Eschen. "In Stu'Safe Ride' program," said Eschen.
for Raider Athletics and weekend prodent Government over the past year we
"Our campaign is focused around
gramming to encourage students to
both have spent a majority of our time
integrity and honesty, along with
become more active and to provide an
building relationships with both adminimproving communication between
istrators and students here at WSU."
Student Government, the administration incentive to stay here on the weekends.
"College is supposed to be so much
and students." Issues on their platform

*
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Jackie Eschen and Danielle Thompson say, "Let's try something that has
never been done: two women, two perspectives, two minds. It can make a
huge difference for this campus." They
say they are both well-informed on
what needs to be done for the students
of Wright State having both been
involved with student government in
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ctions April_26-April 28
Michael Gessner and Kyle Muntzinger
Residential
Utilize communication fee to
expand options uch as cable
• Update all c mputer · in all
lounge of Residence Halls
rcatc and expand diwrsity pro•
grams and event'\ with the hdp of
gr up: such a · AAR
Lxpand Greek housing which in
tum will increase number: within the
< rganizations
• 01.:v ·lop program. and activitic ·
for weekend enkrtainment
Keep huttk program running t
off-campu locations

*

En urc new construction projects
are fully adequate to students need
• Expand shuttle to area apartments to relieve parking c nge tion
Michael c ner i a JUnior maj ring
in businc s managemc;nt and marketing.
Onginally an engineering major he
crvcd as director of activities and public rdation' in thc Wright Enginccrin
uncil and wa, a member of the S ciet of W men Fngini.;crs. ·1 his past year
he served a re:idcntial ·~mator ti r SG.
I le has r ·cc1wd the honors of Winter
Ball King 2005 cnator of the Quark!r
thi pa 't winter quartc;r and Mr. Engim~er 2004.
Kyle Muntzinger is a junior in social
Commuter
sciences with a concentration on high
• Continue parking availability
school education in fields such as hi toresearch to ensun..: the maximum capac- ry, ociology government and ps 'cholity of parking throughout campu
og_'. ··1 want to bring a welcoming
• Cmplo _ program · and give incen- atmo. ·phert: to campu life both fi. r
tive· to k1.:cp commuter· on campu
commuti.;r and people vho Ii e on
throughout tht! da
campus:· :aid Muntzinga...With
• Evaluate Commuter tudent
Michad"· pa t cxpcrii.;ncc in . . tudt!nt
As:ociation's needs an..: m t and pro ide Gowmmi.;nt and ur existing friendas ·i. tancc when needed
hip: with admini tration, we an; e pabk of kading this uniwr ity in the;
• Promote and incn:a. e Bonu ·
right direction and promoting 'tudent
Buck for commukr while engaging
wdlne sat W U.''
Dining crvicc and triving to reach
Visit www.ge sandmuntz.com for
more competitive pricing.
other quc ·tions about their camany
Provide and implement communior if you would like to contact
paign
cation for the commuk:r to keep them
them with questions.
updated

*

*
*
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Michad Gt!ssm.:r and Kyle
Muntzingcr say ··with Wright Stak
being a young chool, we seek to create
traditi n and the atmo ·phae of home
on and throughout campus." They said
they wi h to impr vc the existing c mmunication with the student body about
events activitie and organization in a

continual expansion of the campus.
"To give the total colkgiate e. pcrit:ncc
to all tudent, here at Wright tak
c mmunication i a key part to ucce s.''
The Ge sner/Muntzinger campaign
i ba ed on the following:

*

Dan Leitschuh and Jordan Russo
Dan Ldtschuh and Jordan Russo ay
that ·•if eleckd we will fight to n end
to provide bdter conditions for our students. No longer will student utlcr
fr m re triction. on where to park or
where to use Wright l cards. We will
make students proud to be Raiders by
n.:inventing our ma ·cot and providing
monthly May Daze type activities.
Wright That Down!"
Their campaign is centered around
the following issues:
• Parking: They propose to lower
the price of parking tickets. 'We the
students should not suffer from a lack
of parking, while also being fined for
the lack of resources provided to us,"
said Leitschuh.
Mascot: "As students ofWright
State we are all proud to be Raiders.
However, it is our belief that a wolf in
no context repre ents a Raider," said
Leitschuh. "What we propose is a student design contest, keeping the name
of Raider but redesigning its representation."
Tradition- propose to build tradition by initiating a variety of annual
events that will appeal to students and
attract aspiring youth, arrange a cross-

*

*

w

w

w

t ut between WS and UD
to create an inten e local rivalry and
fight for students to ll;tilize WSU TV
Rdaxed Campu · Life- Resident
students of Wright State arc con tantly
under the upcrvisi n of a higher .
authority. For example, residents f
Collegt; Parle hav..: to pa ·s through
security checkpoints to enter their own
home on weekends as well as restricting guests. This is not fair and has the
po sibility of ruining the collegiate
experience for every student that lives
there. We will communicate with campus police regarding the matter and try
to put an understanding behind security
gates, they have bike cops that should
suffice for campus patrol and regulation.
Off campus Wright- I Card use
Cheaper Campus Food- Leitschuh
Russo will fight to lower the price of
campus food. We will talk with Dining
Services demanding that students no
longer get fed the same food as
inmates!
Monthly May Daze- initiate a
monthly event similar to May Daze to
facilitate a barrage of campus activities
in the quad as well as a variety of off

*

*
*

*

. =t h e

campus activity. "This not only will
help build tradition but allow for a
great amount of student involvement,"
said Leitschuh.
Leitschuh is a junior majoring in
political science with a minor in crimi-
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nal justice. Russo is a junior majoring in finance. He describes himself as
a responsible, caring, goodhearted individual that likes to have fun and enjoys
sports as well as long walks on the
beach.
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Mascot, Wri htStock, May Daze:
Traditions a ways changing at WSU
Through ut the years, W .. U, like
many thcr universities, has celebrated
various tradition , some which arc relatively recent with others dating back
cveral years. While omc of the. c traditions have gone through diffenmt
variations, new nc. have been able to
c me to lifo among WSU studcnts.
nc example of the c traditions i
W , ' m cot. For instance, until
1997, Wright tatc's mascot was a
Viking named "Rowdy. ' Traditionally,
Rowdy would throw half-court hook
shots before each game to entertain the
crowd, but Rowdy took on several
changes in later years. In an Amo
Suburban Newspaper article, then WSU
Athletic Director Paul Newman said,
"We were looking for something that
was more exciting and more marketable ."
Reproductions of Rowdy were poor,
and consequently, Rowdy was taken
away, but the title of "Raiders" was
saved. WSU officials contended that
Rowdy's replacement a wolf perched

on a rock, maintained the "Raiders"
theme. As a pn.-:dator, they said that a
wolf wa a " Raider'' of orts.
'"I would stick with the wolf, simply
bccau c the name ' R wdy doc n't really fit for a Viking,". aid Engli h major
Oren Meyer. "Wt.:. may want to con ider
changing the team nam1;;, but I think
WI.!' re alright t4 r n w."
The tcnn 'Raiders" may be a firm
traditi n at W ~ lJ fc r n w, but that is
hardl the c . c with an thcr,p<>pular
traditi nal event at W U called May
Daze. May Daze, a chance ti r organization to get their word out and another opportunity for students to party, is
always held the first weekend in May.
At first, students were able to have
alcohol on campus for the university
celebration, but if this was a good idea
is yet to b determined. Ken Couch, a
recent driver for Papa John's Pizza,
encountered several problems while
making deliveries to past May Daze
festivities.
'Students would throw beer bottles
at me and steal pizza right out of my
car,,. aid Couch. "After a while, we
just stopped delivering to Wright tate

during May Daze."
Eventually, alcohol wa prohibited
during May Daze in the mid-90s, which
prompted mixed re pon e from tudcnts. Some, like Amanda Petrosky, a
music major, think the alcohol ban
works. "I think it s go d for the campu bccau. e we don 't want to enc uragc college student~ to drink, ' she aid.
Still, others arc slightly more ski;ptical. Mcycr said, "The advantage of the
prohibiti n is the fact that now you
won't have drunk college studcnu on
campu . The di advantage of the prohibition is that we still have them everywhere else."
Other past WSU events did not quite
make it to tradition status. One example is WrightStock, modeled after
Woodstock. This event was sponsored
by the Student Caucus in 1969, and like
Woodstock, it featured a number of
bands and musical acts. Although there
were no more WrightStocks held, some
students are relatively open to the idea
of bringing the event back around.
"If Wright Stock was not a druginfestcd hippie free love fest, then sure,
why not have some ort of live con-

..

..

~

Home Oily IDB

certs. They would have to have good
band , though," aid Meyer.
Perhap one of the most significant
one-time events held by Wright State
was Founder's Day, which commemorated the university' cstabli hmcnt on
Oct her l , 1967 C nductcd on ctobcr
1, 1997, Founder 's Day witnc cd the
redt:dication of a tree planted thirty
years ago .
After that, Wright. tate's fficial
title had been a point f discu 'i n. In
March 1965, then uniwrsity bu inc ·
manager Frederick A . White pre ented
a li t of potential names to Stanley C .
Allyn, one of the college's principal
founders . Among the proposed names
were Dahio University, 88-County State
University, and Air Base State University. The title of "Wright State University'' was eventually officiated on July
28, 1965 by the Ohio Senate.
Yet, there still other WSU events and
traditions whose exact origins are
vague. "There are a number of things in
archives we are trying to recapture,"
said Lew Shupe, head of historical
preservation for the Wright State
Retirees Association .

..
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Great Job Opportunities!!
HiringStudents Part-Time NOW and Full-Time During

Summer &Breaks

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY !!

We offer 10-40+ hours/week
Route Delivery &Packaging Positions

$6.75 • $12.00/ Hour

461-6028

arron Wood
1s

Located Here In Dayton, Just
Minutes from Campus!!

ur

•
•
•
•
•
•

Right Next to campu
Huge 2, 3 and 4 B droom Apartments
New, on-si e management & night security
High Speed Internet and Satemte TV
Washer nd dryer in every apartment
Basemen , flrepiaces and outdoor patios

•

Stop by Today to get the Entire College Experience!
Campu ~

Call Rich or Gar today to set up an interview!

VIII g

www.CAMPUSVILLAGE.coM

w
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...

Work Weekends, Holidays, or Part Time During the School Year

Call Today: (937) 431-8160
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Students take more than four years
to graduate with bachelor's degree
II Most students
taking five or six
years to finish
coursework

l low long will it take you to cam

y ur degree ? A bachd r ' degree
which u ·ed to take four year to finish now typically takes five or six
year to t:am .
"Who know how long I'll be
here!" ays Jo hua Vamc;;r, a ocial
science education major. "I changt:d
major· and now I have to do a graduak program to actually get a job and
be able to do omdhing with my
degree ." He is fini hing hi ·econd
·ear of college and ha enough cn::dit to qualify for junior tan<ling .
According to the Ohio Board of
Regent' Performance Report the
median time to get a bachd r '
degree is 4 .8 year at Wright tak . In
compari. n, the stakwide mc;;dian is
4.3 years . At W lJ 32 percent of nontran for students graduate in 4 year.
r k ·s, 32 percent graduate in f ur to
five year', and l 7 percent take more
than ·ix year t gc;;t a bachdor'
dt:grcc .
The rea ons that tudent are taking l nger to graduate are unique for
each student, and the reasons reflect
multiple change in today' ociety,
said Pamda Wallac -Stroble. "A few
decades ago mo t student pursuing
their baccalaureate degree attended
college full-time and did not have
other life-style commitments, but
today's students are balancing their
college education along with working
a full or part-time job, being married
(or divorced), raising a family and
possibly caring for aging parents or
other family members." There is no
doubt that in this day and age college
students are as busy -as ever.
There are several reasons for
adding time spent on campus, these
include:
:#: Switching majors or taking a
double major
:#: Transferring schools
:#: Working during college
:#: Leave of absences
:#:Postponing courses for one's
major because a class is not offered
or oversubscribed
"A very important strategy for students looking to minimize the time
w

w

needed t cam dcgrccs is for them t
become actively involved in ch o ing
an approp1iate academic major by utilizing tht.: career exploration tool.
available on-line or via the office of
carct..:r s ·rviccs prior to and during
their first car, ' said Strobk . , he also
said that baccalaur1.;atc degrc1,;:; can
·till bl! completed in our ·ear. hut it
is imp< rtant to cnh nee the co]h.:gc
academic experience . She said s · c1al
things an.: criticall r important in
rdcr t c mp1ck a college degree in
four year , the c include :
:#: Succe sfully c mpleting 16-18
credit hours each quarter
:.f: Repeating cour es quickly if
not initially doing well
:#: N t dropping or withdra ving
from clas. c unlc . failing
:#: Talking to proft.: sors and . ecking the counsd of academic advi ·ors
The academic advi ors in Univt:rsit) olkge look for multipk opportunities to a sist tudcnt with reaching
their academic goals and enhancing
their succe s at Wright tate Univer-

E. J. RamseJ~ a nursing major, tries 011 a graduation gown in the WSU Bookstore.

"JV/10 knows how long I'll

be here. I changed majors
and now I have to do a
graduate program to actually get a job and be able to
do something with my
degree."

News Writer
wanted

AM

Contact Jessica Garringer
Garringer.4@wright.edu

Management
Summer Work
Program

-Joshua Varner

sity, said Stroble. "If we realize that a
student is having difficulty earning
appropriate grades or staying on track
with their intended major, we'll work
with the student in assessing their
academic strengths."
Varner said it doesn't bother him
being in school more than four years.
"The only problem is the money
issue. The longer you are here, the
more in debt you get."
· "I'm worried about paying for
school, because the majority of scholarships are only renewable for 4years," said Janice Roberson, a modem language major, who will be
going more than four years because
she went to Japan for a university
program. "It's easy to get stuck in
student life, but now I want to get out
in a hurry, get a job and start 'real
life."'

w.
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• Free housing in The Woods
• Full-time employment,
above minimum wage.
• Completion bonus
•Earn up to $3,000.00

ENT
Check out our new
website:

http:/1m~mmerwork.

• Huge F1.oorplan

npo .com

• Fitness Center

• Pool & Tanning Bed.
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EDITORIAL
The War on Meth
old uf£ rer , b
warned. Targ t orp. i
fi Bowing in th foot tep.
of other retailer in the
war on methamphetamine makers. In another
two months, certain cold
medicines, particularly
ones used to make meth,
will be off the shelves
and behind the pharmaceutical counter. Only
two packages per person,
please.
It's awfully sweet of
these corporations to take
part in public service, but
the question is who and
\ hat put department
stores in charge of: drug
enforcement. Over-thecounter drugs are there
with the FDA's approval
they should stay on the
shelve . It' up to law
enforcement, not private
bu inesses, to monitor
and control the flow and
manufacture of illegal
drugs.
What else will retailers
put under lock and key?
Will consumers have to
pass through checkpoints
to buy antifreeze and
drain cleaner?
The next stop is the
state legislature, of
course, and once they're
involved, this circus will
really be entertaining.
Unless the war on drugs
is left to law enforcement, in the future,
decongestants will be
rationed out by your
local pharmacist.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Ashamed to be a Wright
State Student
I am writing in regards to recent
graffiti on the rock. (For those who
don't know, the rock I am referring
to is the one students paint, across
from Millett Hall.) Last week as I
was walking home I noticed that,
underneath a student's name, "is
gay" and " a fag" had been added. I
don' t care what the excuse is for
such language, I would rather like to
voice my disgust at such a callous
display of ignorance and intolerance.
That type of thought (or lack thereof)
does not belong in colleges, and,
quite frankly, should have been
stamped out in junior high school. It
would unanimously be considered
unacceptable to write "then-word"
on the rock, so why is it okay to call

Submit your
Letter to the Editor
to
Valerie Lough

another student a fag?
-Daisy Blakelock

Parking Lots Dangerous
I am a Junior, majoring in Early
Childhoood Education and I commute from Beavercreek to school
everyday. I have a short 10-minute
drive to school and find a parking
space easily everyday. It amazes me
the many people who complain about
our parking lots here at WSU. I find
them to be quite accomodating and
accessible to everyone. The key to
finding a parking space, is to allow
yourself enough time to arrive to
WS U, plan to leave your apartment
or home early in order to avoid being
late while trying to find a parking
space.
When classes are changing or we

are in the busiest peak of the day, the
parking lots become quite dangerous
for pedestrians and students alike.
About a week ago, on one day, I
was almost hit by a car three seperate
times. With the wann weather, we
all tend to get wrapped up in it.
We've got our windows down, our
sunroof up, our sunglasses on and
our favorite music blaring on the
radio, yes I will admit that I do the
same.
But, we tend to worry more about
looking "cool" then watching out for
walking students and staff. Please
just watch your speed and make sure
that you look out for walkers, I
would hate to see someone get laid
up because of someone acting senseless.
-Courtney Ward

vlough@siscom.net
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High gas prices better than you think
•or tarter , I never in my
\ ild t dreams thought that I ould b ...
charged 2.30 for a 1 allon of unleaded.
Wh n l would vi it family in an ·r nci co I would be amazed by the fact
that ga would cost 30 cent higher but
standard of Ii ring i higher there, I wa
told. But now that price are a tronomical, a revelation ha come upon me:
this i a good thing. It's a good thing
for Wright State specifically in a number of ways, and for our country in
even more ways.
One major complaint about liv-

ing on campu here i" that weekend
are o dead. The maj or rea on for this
many r ident g home
i that
lumbu and
every Friday, oft n to
incinnati but cv n . ometimc. to Tokd an<l Port mouth. In the. c ca e gas
tanks would need to b r filled very
on to two week·. If folk would tay
h ~r once in a while, maybe somdhing
could get organized on campu , and the
tigma of nothing to d would di uppear over time.
Nationally, two thing would
ideally come from a along period of
high fuel prices. On is adapting more
fuel-efficient car , or at least more
ways of getting better efficiency from
our present automobiles. The other
hope is that we won't hear about any

Is the Bible relevant?
In a survey conducted by USA
Today last year, 59% of 15-34 year olds
believe The Bible is relevant to their
lives. Wow, what nice kids, these are.
Readin' the Bible and finding it relevant? Hardly. 53% of that group reads
the Bible less than once a year or never.
Which is comparable to saying Led
Zeppelin & Rush are very relevant to
my life. I listen to Led Zeppelin and/or
Rush less than once a year or never.
In an unrelated survey from the
same newspaper, I read that something
like only 33% of High School and college students find politics relevant to
their lives. How silly is that? Someone
should tell them that right now in
America, politics and religion are slowly (or quickly) becoming close to the
same thing. Beside that, how is that
train of thought even logical?
These kids must say to themselves: "Well, there are these men and
women right now who are in charge of
the laws, budgets and regulations that
govern my life. I can vote and choose
the people I want to do this. But, that's
not very relevant. What's more relevant
is some two thousand year old dead
guy who is telling me what I can do in
life, but I really don't have any choice
in that matter."
According to the paper, about
eight million teenagers who are active
church goers will not be active church
goers by the time they turn thirty. This
phenomenon is called "seeing how the
world really is". Most people are so
beaten down by the time they turn thirty that they're just waiting for death to
happen and are not interested in the

afterlife, no matter how many babies
may be playing the harp while floating
on clouds.
The sizable amount of 80% of
these kids say that their faith is very
important to them, but only 34% say
they are absolutely committed to Christianity. So, what th.is means is that 80%
of the e kids want to go to heaven, but
only 34% want to go to church, read
The Bible and get up off their behinds
and earn it. When the Apocalypse happens, these are the young adults who
Jesus will turn to and say, "I'm afraid
you can't come to heaven. We work

"teenagers who are
active church goers will
not be .•. by the time they
turn thirty"

around here." Then he'll jump into his
space ship and fly away while listening
to "Rock you like a Hurricane" by the
Scorpions.
To that 34% that isn't "completely committed" to Christianity, I am
completely committed to watching
Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Freddy
movies and the band GWAR. If I have
time to relax and watch a few hours of
Sarah Michelle Gellar fighting vampires per day, then you have time to
ensure you don't burn in Hell for eternity. Yours is a vengeful deity. My
deities don't give a crap. They're just
as fictitious as anyone else's but they
have razor claws, wooden stakes and
awesome metal jams.

ulterior motive of " blood for oil" in the
recent inva ion of Iraq. We w re never

"The ... hope is that we
won't hear about a11y ulterior motive of ''blood for oil"
in the recent invasion of
Iraq"
told that oil was one of our primary
objectives for the invasion. Maybe the
invasion really was to overthrow an
oppressive government and introduce

our sy tern of democracy to a nation
that ha been ruled by an oppre sive
tyrant.
Hnally one th ing need to be
cleared up: these high fuel price cannot be blamed squar ly on President
Bu h. ho e who try to do this mu t
pre ent ~ igncd document ·tating that
' the pric of ga olinl; must ri e to o 1cr
two dollars per gallon by March l
2005". Unitl one of these Bu h-Ba her pre ent uch a document, do u:; all
a favor and hut up. The whole system
of economics for determining the price
of ga oline is much more complicated
than simply who is in the White House.
So tum off your cars, and walk
to where~er you need to go.

•••••••••••• •••••••••••• ••••••••••
••••••••••••
•
••
•
•
•

Now Hiring
for
2005-2006!

•

The Guardian has openings this
fall quarter for:

News Editor
Managing Editor
Features Editor
Opinions Editor
Assistant News Editor
Sports Editor
Web Editor •
Chief Photographer
Copy Editor
Asst. Production Managers
Sports Writers
Ad Graphics Manager
News Writers
Advertising Manager
Advertising Representatives Graphic Artist
Features Writers
• Circulation Manager
Staff Photographers Administrative Assistant
For more information, contact:
Jessica Lander
lander.8@wright.edu
or
Valerie Lough
Editor-in-Chief
lough.5@wright.edu

• • • • • •• ••••• • ••••• • •••••• • •••••• •• ••••• • ••••••
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}Jow Open sen1ing Downtown ){enia!

Hours:
Mon - Thurs 6:45 AM to 5 PM
Fri 6:45 AM to 10:30
at 8 AM to Midnight
un 9 AM to 2 PM

Your design or mine.I

BODY PIERCING
AND JEWELRY

WANTTOB E A
HOOTERS GIRL?
GREAT PAV!
FLEXIBLE
HOURS!

NOW ACCEPTl\IG
APPLICATIONS FOR
HOOTERS GIRLS

south west grill@

FREE
REGULAR DRINK
with any entree purchase when
you show your student LD.

~o~~

MEXICAN GRILL
big burritos. Big flavo~M
Not

2781 Centre Dr., Beavercreek• 426-3790 •

www.qdo~a.net

(between BW-3 's and Pierl Imports)

Home of the Biggest
Burritos in Town!!
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WSU graduate . donates kidney to mother

Marilyn McCanlq and her daughter Lori Vmable.

nity relations manager for Life Connection of Ohio.
The transplant is scheduled for late
June, McCauley said After the successful completion of a couple more tests,
Lorie will be given the okay to proceed
with the surgery. Even though the mother-daughter combo will go through the
transplant of a major organ, the ri ks of

this surgery are somewhat consistent to
other surgeries. This is usually a pretty
successful surgery. Transplants involving a family member have a success rate
of 95 percent, said McCauley.
It's been a long road for both
McCauley and her daughter, but in the
end they say it will be worth the effort.
'There can be many highs and lows with

the proces ; it takes a lot of patience and
faith. Lorie and I have always been very
close (best friends), but this has definitely
put a new dimension to the relationship. I
get emotional when I stop and think about
what she i giving me. I gave her life and
he i returning the favor now. We want
to have many more years together and he
i making that pos ibl ,"said Mc auley
A c rding to Mc aulcy. throughout
the entire pr c thcr ha be n many
p sitivc re ul . he ha· h com very
clo to h rm dical t ·am at Miami Vall y Ho pital induding Dr. 1albr ath a
Wright tat gradu. t . Po ibly the 111 ·t
important piec of the progrc -. ion ha
been the Life onnection of Ohio. "The
organization i doing a great job educating the Miami Valley about the donor
program. They bring the education to
the people. Because of many miswiderstandings about donating I sugge t everyone become educated on how donations
are handled, ' said McCauley.
"A single donor has the potential to
save seven lives through organ donation and enhance the quality of life for
more than 50 others," said McCauley.
For more information on donating, contact Life Connection of Ohio at 937223-8223, or visit www.lifeconnectionsohio.org or www.DonatelifeOhio.org.
McCauley, who now has her own
company, the McManagement Group,
has been active with the WSU Alumni
Board and the Raj Soin College of
Business in many directions. "There
are many ways students can become
involved," said McCauley. She urges
everyone to "Become a hero!"

WSU Donate Life Award second to be presented in the nation
into the early fall, hospitals in the Life
Connection of Ohio's service area, which
includes 23 Ohio counties, will be
nurses and submitting names
reviewing
being
April
with
In association
of nurses they feel go above and beyond
National Donate Life Month, the WSU
the call of duty and advocate for the
College of Nursing in partnership with
of organs and tissue to their
donation
Allied
and
Ohio
of
Life Connection
patrons said Arends. ''From there, the
Health, will be presenting the first-ever
applicants will be presented to Life ConCameos for Caring Donate Life Award
of Ohio, where they will be
nection
2005.
15,
October
for an area nurse on
reviewed and the selection process for
The Cameos for Caring chapter at
the one nurse receiving the award will
WSU will be the second university ·
said Arends.
begin,"
the
present
to
country
the
chapter in
Life Connection of Ohio has presented
award said Cathi Arends, the communimany awards throughout the years to outty relations manager for Life Connecstanding nurses working on the frontlines
Pittsof
University
"The
tion of Ohio.
of health and caring for patients.
burgh's School of Nursing was the first
Awards will be pre ented at the
wiiversity to adopt the program and
Cameos of Caring Gala in October.
give out the award," said Arends.
From there, the Cameos of Caring
"Wright State has sort of mirrored the
chapter on campus plans to present the
chapter and program there. Only a
award annually said Arends.
handful of universities even have a
For more information about Cameos
(Cameos for Caring) chapter. It's really
caring or for how to become a regisfor
a great achievement," added Arends.
The Donate Life Award is presented to tered organ and tissue donor, interested
persons can call the offices of Life Conan area nurse, "who is an exceptional
nection of Ohio at 223-8223 or visit their
advocate for organ and tissue donation,"
website at lifeconnectionofohio.org.
said Arends. From now until sometime

·
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'Misfortune' raises a few eyebrows
Jessica lander

child home and claims it to be his
daughter and heir. There is only one
~
problem: the baby is a boy. His houseFolk star singer John Wesley Hardhold, fearing for the security of his
ing stays surprisingly in tune with sexu- mental state, d~cides it best not to
al issues of today with his first novel,
enlighten him, and so the child is
'Misfortune." With obvious parallels
named Rose and raised as a proper
young lady.
to the 2000 Academy Award winning
It i n 't until Rose starts reaching her
film "Boy's Don't Cry,,, The author,
whose real name is
teen years that quesWesley Stace, tells l • • • • • • • • • • • • l l t i o n s tar( arising

IREVIEW

the tale of a boy
r~ised as a girl un~I
his teenage years tn
the richest hou ehold
in 19th century ngland. Not only will
thi novel knock you over with its startling reali m and shocking in-depth
looks at sexuality, it is something that
will leave its print upon you long after
your hands have closed the cover.
The story begins when the eccentric
Young Lord Geoffroy Loveall happens
upon a baby abandoned in the forest
near his estate. He decides to bring the

labout the child s sexuality. The growing of
rather thick facial hair
_only adds more humor
and confu ion to th
situation. As can be expected, Ro e'
true identity is eventually revealed. It is
then that Rose is forced to search for
his literal identity. As this journey
unfolds, he also finds himself fighting
greedy relatives wishing to claim Love
Hall and all of its fortunes for themselves.
"Misfortune'' is loaded with histori-

Students participate in
campus poetry s

cal details that add to the fun and
humor of this amusing yet believable
identity crisis. With many plot twists
and mysteries intertwined among the
pages of this novel, there is enough suspense to make it a fast, pleasurable
read. Stace makes his novel anything
but predictable, and as the tale unfolds,
the reader can ,t help but speed toward
the olutions of the numerous problems
each character is faced with.
That said, this sometimes fanciful
story of a world long past has many newage revelations that are all trewn together with the obseivant narrative voice of
Ro e. Although the story eems authentic
and real, it almost comes off a a preachy
modem story about the sexual dealings of
today. It's hard to think of stuffy old English gentlemen accepting what would be
seen as "a freak." However1 Stace presents his case clearly, and with such vivid
and outrageous detail that the reader can
buy into the comedy of the situation.
'"Misfortune" dazzles and entertains

4: L~ving with HIV

@Misforturie

better than any historically based
novel have ever been able to do. This
is a miraculous feat within itself. With
humor that tace presents a rather deep
subject matter to his readers that not
only makes it easy-to-swallow, but
enjoyable as well. Stace challenges his
readers to look into themselves for the
deeper meaning of their identity as well
as have some fun doing so.

Apr. 20, 7-9 p.m.

El63A
Student Union

*Asian Cultural
Night

Apr. 20, 5-9 p.m.

Apollo Room
Student Union

*Intro the Cycle
Fit Workout

Apr. 22
12:10-12:50 p.m.

Squash Court
Student Union

Apr. 22-24

Contact ORAC
775-5019

*Free Alcohol
Screening

Apr. 25 10-4 p.m.

Atrium
Student Union

i

Every Monday,
8-11 p.m.

Rathskellar

Cl>

4 Swing Dance
Lessons

i

(j)

4 Spray Can Artist

Apr. 25, 11-1 p.m.

On the Quad

i

4 Talent Show

Apr. 26, 6:30 p.m.

Apollo Room

session

Chadtmes
a*1es5@woh.n;co

'·I liked it. It was something different to do," said Zach Strileckyj, 19, on
the poetry reading held in the Student
Union April 18.
Poet Gerald tern graciously recited
his original works to a group of students, faculty, and others, Monday.
Stem, winner of the 1998 National
Book Award for Poetry for his book
This Time, delighted the crowd with
his life-inspired poetry. From a
comedic tone into a dramatic light
mixed with a twist of sincerity, Stem
took the audience on a rollercoaster
blindfolded.
Many of his poems gave mention of
other writers, such as ''Hemmingway's
House," which touched on Ernest
Hemmingway's home in Cuba. Other
works had religious themes, while
many were "Jazz-driven," Stem told
the audience.
Stem alerted the group that patience
is the name of the game when it comes
to poetry. "When teaching poetry, it's
kind of rewarding ... about once in 100
times," said the writer. An all-around
authentic experience was capped off by
Stern's deep, raspy voice reading his
poems the way he intended them to be
heard.
In celebration of National Poetry
Month, faculty member Gary Pacernick
will give a lecture on W.B. Yeats April
22 at 2 p.m., in 229 Allyn Hall . David
Petreman will offer a similar lecture on
Pablo Neruda April 27 at 4 p.m., in 056
University Hall.

w

w

* Backpacking in
Smokey Mountains

9
Q)

Q.

.......

~·

Poet Gerald Stern recites his poeiry.

w.

The New Student Trustee Search has Begun!
• REPRESENT THE VOICE OF WRIGHT STATE STUDENTS.
• PROVIDE STUDENT INPUT ON CAMPUS ISSUES
• ENJOY BENEFITS SUCH AS SPECIAL CAMPUS EVENTS
Applications are being accepted for the position of Student Member of the WSU Board of Trustees. Qualified
applicants must be mature, reliable, and interested in serving the entire university. The position will be filled by
the appointment of Governor Taft to serve a 2-year term starting July 1, 2005 and ending on June 30, 2007.
Application packets can be obtained at the following locations:
I. University Hall, Suite 250
2. Office of Student Life, W036 Student Union
3. Student Government Office, W024 Student Union

If you have any questions regarding the process, please contact Matthe~ Watson at watson.43@wright.edu.
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Class teaches how to profile dates

Most nurses spend their entire careers in the same hospital. In the Unltad States Air Force, it's unlikely you'll even
spend it in the same state or country. You'll have the opportunity to practice nursing in as many as 20 different fields
in a variety of nursing environments. And you'll feel a greater sense of shared responsibility when you have the
opportunity to actually lead your team. Sound like the kind of career you'd like to have? Then call 1-800-588-5260.
AIRFORCE.COMJhea\.th1:~re
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The ccn~t i ut. There's a new
way to ize up that potential date, girl :
ps ·chothcrapy. wn bctkr, the!\!· a skp
by step guide on how t do it.
The answers lie in Profiling Your Date:
A ._ mart W man' · JUidc to valuating a
Man, the lll;\V b k writt1;n by Dr. arolinc Presn a psychotherapi~1and1,;duca
t r. Pre. no i. cum.mtl ' a p. ychothcrapi rt
in pri ate practice, as weH as an adjunct
profos: lr with the Wright . tatc p: ·chol g department.
'"I wmt the h< l Profiling Your Date
that w men would hav1,; a m re · stcmatic wa of evaluating thi,; men they
g out with. I'm helping them appl~ p ych thcrapi ' tric
f the trade to dating
and relation hip , ' aid Presn .
The book feature over 100 rest:arch
citations including many reference to
The Diagn stic and tatistical Manual of
Mental Di orders (the p ychotherapist's
bible), according t a pre release for
Profiling Your Da~. In other word
wom\.:n will
n bl' able t read the
oppo ite ex like a b k.
"Profiling is a tw part proce
Finding out what make. th1,,; guy tick and . eeing if he's right for you.., said Pre no.
According to Presno, . ometimes a
woman just wants to know why he'
treated a certain way what guy arc
thinking, and where the) are coming
from. N t only dOt! profiling give a
woman a cnsc of safety, confidence and
courage, but it will al o give her an intensity of understanding that will rock him
added Pre~no.
lbc book docs provide cri u ubject
matter for cri us rclati n hip i 'Sue ', ru
wdl. F r cxampk, there is a 'ccti n in
the book that tell about partic that are
high ri ks TI r date rape and th c that
have a lower risk. According to Prcsno,
the parties that are lower ri k for date rape
have clean bathrooms, have an equal
number of men and women at the party
and have groups of pe plc on the dance
floor rather than just couple dancing
provocatively.
''I also have section in the book on all
the new ways of dating like speed dating
and online dating. There are even tips
about what to do if you get on a reality
TV show like The Bachelorette," said
Presno. Some chapter titles include:
"How Do I Know When It's Love?";
"The Everyday Sociopath and Lie Detecting"; "Sexual Attraction, Chemistry, and
Phero-moans."
A lot of the info in the book is geared
toward college women, said Presno. "Up
to this point, so much of the mental health
profession has focused on maniage and
family cowiseling that singles counseling
hasn't been on the radar in a significant
enough way. As a mental health professional and educator, I want to convey that
we single people are more than just a 'blip'
on the radar screen," said Presno, as quoted in the aforementioned press release.
Profiling Your Date: A Smart Woman's
Guide to Evaluating a Man is available at
the Klosterman ChiropractW Wellness
Center in Springboro, through iUniverse
(1-800-AUTIIORS or iUniverse.com),
as well as many local hot spots.
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Outdoor trips planned for Spring quarler
Feeling a bit out of touch with
nature? Then head on down to the Student Union (no, not the trees and plants
behind the benches) and check out the
utd or Re ourct: ano Adventure Center (ORAC) located at E082 Student
Union, right under the ho k t re.
A group offiw ORAC ·taff
members and four tudcnts to k a
backpacking trip to Shawnee tatc orcst, Apr. 16-17. "'The trip was succcssful and a lot of fun ' said Jes ·c
Thomas, 19· car-old frt.!:hman and
ORA ' ~1aff member since , 'cpt. 2004.
Each day consisted of a 4-5 mile hike
thr ugh the forest while canying a 3540 pound back pack.
"The phy ical component [of
the trip] was really good. I'm pretty
happy with that. Overall, the trip was
great," said Darren Smith, Clinical Psychology major and ORAC staff member.
The trip, which was designed
to be an

backpacking trip to
the mokcv
Mountains
(completely
booked). --1
think it was a

Don't worry. It's not all about
entitled Outdoor Resource & Adventure Center Trip Leader
exercise and hard work. According to
Essentials will be offered August 8-31. Participants will earn
Rachel Brand, 19-year-old Early
certification in various areas including Wilderness
Childhood Education major and
First Aid, Leave No Trace camping and hiking
ORAC employee, the social aspect of
practices, and how to lead and facilitate a group
the trip wa, perhap the most rewardon an outdoor trip. For more information,
ing. ''Wc really got to know each
contact Amy Anslinger at the ORAC.
other on the trip down and during the
hike,. Teamwork wa a big thing. It
wa really fun getting to meet people
you normally wouldn't get the
chance to," . aid Brand. "I think it
motivated peopk t go on omc
future trip\" added Brand.
'lbc RA ' has many
events planned t'i r the . pring . cason. A trip t Mammoth 'ave in
Kentucky is planned for Apr. 30Ma 1, and co ts $75. The price
includes expert guide, equipment, tran portation, and camping fees. Other events in
include: rock climbing in Red River
Gorge, KY (May 6-7): a canoe trip
down the Little Miami National
Scenic River (May 14); horseback riding (May 22); and
white water rafting in
Rowlesburg, WV (May
28-30). For more information and prices,
visit the ORAC or call
775-5019.
Trip aren't the
only things the ORAC is good
for. "Wild Wedne days" are free clinic put on by the ORAC staff as
informative and how-to guides to
outdoor activities. Amy
An linger, coordinator of outdoor
re1.;rcation, :vill :peak at the "Long distance and lightwdght hiking· clinic
Wed. pr. 20 at 7 p.m. Anslinger will
p ·ak on her \;, pericncc. rrom her
tran:-Amcrican hikt: from Mc, ico tl
Canada. which spanned over 2 000 mi.
and took approximatdy fiw months to
complete. Other future clinics include:
"Backcountry/Camp cookin5 ·· (May 4):
' In-line skating · (May 18)~ --orient cring (how to read maps and compa:scs)
(June 8): and 'E\1".ming paddk trips'' to
be hdd Thur. da 'S ( dat1.: 'IB
Have knack for the outdoors?
Think you have what it tak1;;s to kad
your o :vn trip or activity? Herc ·s your
chance to prove it! A summer class

Hurry! Summer/F all
waiting list
filling up fastll
Up to one month free on
, 2, & 3 Bedrooms
As low as $232 per person
(Based on 3 people in a 3 bedroom apartment.)

~········································
You've got great ideas. We've
got manufacturing and marketing
muscle. It's time we talked. Call
1-800-323-4615 x 3365 or email
inventions@ttigroupna.com

BRING THIS AD IN FOR AN
EXTRA $300 OFF

•••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• ••••••

878-397 3

to participate.
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/sports
Raiders sweep series over Vikings
• Baseball team
climbs toward the
top of Horizon
League standings
with 7-1 record

·1 hi. pa t veck the ba cball
kam pla_ ·ed a fi ·t full f game. and
went 4-1 over that pan to impr e
their rec rd t 18-1 - crall.
Tue. da. at
Th action b gan
Kent tat wh1,;;n: th R idl:rs lost to the
Gold1;n l· lashc. 8-5 in what wa~ a bac
and forth battle. ·
The Raider · ~1ruck fir t bv
coring a run in the . ccond inning off a
Br1.,;ndan Ruben kin ingk that cored
Amin Abu alch fr m third ha c. But
Kent . . tatc wa quick to answer by
scoring in the bottom half f the inning
and eventually taking a 5-2 lead after
s1 innings f pla _.
Wright tatc made one lat run

on

R~

Jagedes throws out a pitch {jJrilfg a game earlier this season.

for the lead by sc ring a run in the seventh and a tw run homcrun by

~

~

~

i'

G)

========~~~~~~~~'

Brian J ickers swings at a pitch during a game earlier this season.

w

w

w.

the

Abu. alch in the eighth· that tied th1.,;
game up at 5-5 . In the b tt m half t
the dghth the Golden Flashe got five
traight hit to tart the inning and
. cored three run t . cw up the victory.
·1hing. were a lot bt.:ttcr for the
Raider · during th..: W1.,;ek...:nd when they
pla ycd host to Clcvdand State Viking ·
for a four gam...: . eri...:s.
In the fir ·t game on Friday the
Raiders sent the ~ outh paw Kyk
Kcarcher to.the mound . Kcarcher threw
a h~auty of a game as he went eight
inning. , struck out five and gave up
just two earned runs in the 8-4 victory.
Offensively, Wright State had
kn hit with three of them coming off
the bat of Bryan Vickers. Vickers drove
in four of the Raiders' eight runs and
recorded a stolen base, while Justin
Wilson scored three times in the game.
In the first game of the doubleheader played on aturday, the gold
and green's Robert Barrett went five
innings and gave up one earned run to
pick up his fourth win of the season in
the 9-3 victory.
From the batter's box, Wright
State's Rubenstein continued his hot
hitting by recording two hits, scoring
twice and driving in two runs. Also
driving in two runs in the game was

guardian

on

Ii

n
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ravi Migliorini.
Th1; ccond game was als
dominated by the Raiders· offense. Thi
time Paul Majestic wa leader a he
went 2-4 and drov~ in three run .
During the game Wright Sate
newr once mad1.: a call to the bullpen
a. hris Snyder went thc di. tanc · for
thi;: . cc nd time in a row. The vin put
nyder at 3-4 on the eason as he gav~
up ju t five hits and three runs in his
even innings of work.
On unday the Raiders capped
o"ff the sweep with a 10-0 pounding
over the Vikings. Like the three previou pitchers in the series, Coleman
went deep into the game as he pitched
seven innings and gave up just four hits
and dicln 't walk a single batter as he
recorded his third win of the season.
From the plate, Wright State
scored five of their ten runs in the third
innings, which was highlighkd by a
390 foot homerun by Brian Shoup.
The victory put the Raiders'
Horizon League record at 7-1, which
places them amongst the top in the
league standings. Their next game is
scheduled for Wednesday against the
Miami Red Hawks .

e.

com
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Lady Raiders get
series win over CSU
JoshBlde

taking the late game 9-6.
Things were cl e in the fir. t
~u
game before the Viking cored two
in the third, and three in both the fifth
W U oftball i now 11-13
after winning three of ft e game· la t and si th inning to put things out of
re ch.
week. Th · women ho t UI this
arley rec rdcd two hit in
we k nd for another I lorizon eaguc
the opener to lead the Raider offcnscri on aturday and , unday at I
iv ly.
p.m. both d, ys.
amc two wa ·tied 5-5 aficr
Last Tu ·sday the worn n
travel d to 0. ford for a doubleheader five inning of play before the
Raiders blew up for four run in the
with iami, falling 2-0 t the Rcdixth. With the ba e loaded and two
hawk in the opener, but bouncing
out , Sala was hit on a full-count
back for a 6-1 victory in the later
pitch, pushing in one run. Cody then
conte t.
singled to left, allowing two more to
The early game aw the
score before a third cros ed the plate
Raiders out-hit the Redhawks 6-4.
on a left fielder's error.
Miami however made their hit
Those four run were enough
count, coring the two winning run
to hold off the Viking who scored
in the fifth inning. Jessica Lander
ju t one more run in the eventh, to
took the loss on the mound after.
make things 9-6.
triking out three Redhawks in a
Cody got the win on the
complete game effort.
mound, striking out four in 4.2
In the nightcap the Raider
innings. At the plate she wa threebat were a little warmer. In the secfor-three with three RBI. Salas al o
ond with two outs and two on ba e,
drove in three, while Steiner cored
Jacqueline Macy doubled to right,
three times and Macy added two hits.
driving in Lauren Boggs. Mary Jane
The erie ended in a Sunday
D 'Arey was then able to score after
afternoon fmale that was a showcase
an error by the Miami right fielder.
for Cody and the Raiders. Cody, a
The women cored a third run after
Tampa, Fla., native, hit two homeruns
Carly Rutherford doubled to left,
in the 6-4 WSU victory.
plating Macy and putting WSU up 3The Raider got on the board
0.
in
the
fir
t after a hit, a tolen ba e
In the fourth the ladic added
and an RBI single from ody that put
another when Kristen Farley was
driven in on an infield hit by 'Arey. the ladies up 1-0. ody then
mashed a two-run homer to cent r
Again WSU cored in the ixth after
an RBI single by Macy. The Raider ' fi Id in the third.
CSU scored one in the fifth
final run came in the seventh a
but WSU answered with two more in
Brandi Steiner scored from fir t after
the sixth after a Vanessa Hall double.
a long ingle to right center by
The Vikings tacked on two in the botAmanda Cody.
tom of the ixth to make things 5-3
Cody was al o victoriou on
before Cody hit her econd long-ball
the mound, allowing four hit and a
of the day, this time a solo hot, in
walk while striking out three. Macy
the seventh. The game ended with
provided two hits, two RBI and
the Vikings scoring one in the bottom
scored a run while Farley recorded
of the seventh for a 6-4 final.
two hits and scored twice.
Cody allowed eight hits,
The women stayed on the
walked three and struck out five to
road this past weekend, making the
improve to 5-6 on the season.
trek to Cleveland State for their third
The ladies hosted Ohio State
weekend Horizon League series in as
on Tuesday and travel to Detroit
many weeks.
Thursday before hosting UIC this
On Saturday the women
weekend.
played a pair of games with the
Viking , losing the first 11-3 before

Tennis teams gearing up
for league tournament
Ryan Hehr

Helu:.3@wr1d1leu
Both the men's and women'
tennis team played their la t regular
ea on matche of the year last we k.
The men won 5-2 over Youngstown
tate at home while the women defeated Detroit by the ame , core.
In the men' · competition,
Wright tatc won four of the ix ingle
matches and to k two of the three doubl 'matchc .
Leading the way for the
R~ id r ·was senior uincy J n . , ash
defeated the P nguin, ' T m B rth.
Then in hi doubl match, Jon
paired up with Craig mith as the duo
wa victoriou over Brian Meek and
Scott Kathery. Al o recording wins for
Wright State were Craig Smith, Scott
Hayden and Dan Sundersingh in singles action while Teufel and Hayden
recorded Wright State' other doubles
win.
On the women' ide Wright
State won five of the six single matches. Jessica Lee, Tiffani Foster, Laura
Culbert on, Audra Beckett and Christa
Ames recorded the wins for the
Raiders.
Things weren't so good for
them in doubles competition as they
recorded just one victory in that category. F o ter and Lee defeated the duo of
Buter and Savarino for their lonely
doubles win.
The win put the men at 9-12
for the eason and 3-2 in Horizon
League play while the women are now
6-13 overall with a 3-4 I lorizon League

t.J«,tl/~~.4 Ctjj/ f1£e.
Committed t o providing the
highest qua.lit:y child ca.re!

We provide early care and education
for children 6 weeks 1:0 12 years old
OUR PROGRAM OFFERS:
low s1:aff-child rat:ios
mixed age groups
developmentally appropriate practice

Call today to see how
Mini Unive.-sitiy's Backup Care
Can Meet Your Needs!

LOOKING TO START A BUSINESS
OR OWNING YOUR OWN HOME!!!
Call us and we will have your problems solved
We specialize in: Debt Consolidation, Home loan, Auto loans,
Small Business Loans, Personal Loans.

Wright State Universi1:y Child Development Center
93 7. 775.4070

NO UP FRONT FEES • Call at 1-866-236-8288

w.

the

record. Head Coach Walt Triplett i n 't
letting the teams' record worry him
about how well they will fair out in the
Horizon League Tournament this
upcoming weekend.
"I expect to win,'' said Triplett,
who has been the head coach since the
beginning of January. "Whether it's
Butler or UIC or Green Bay, I really
don't care."
"As for a dominant team in the
conference," Triplett went on, "we really don't have one. On any given day
anything can happen because the conference tournament brings out the best
and worst of teams."
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w

011ista Ames gets ready to serve.

Our Back Up Care provides child care services
when regular arrangements change .

Tate ~ferra£
w
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Track finishes thirteenth at All-Ohio Championships
The women's track team travels
to the Cardinal Invitational in
Loui ville, Ky., this Saturday after fini hing 13th at the All-Ohio Champion hips at the Ohio State Univer ity
la t aturday.
The worn n, who . cored five
p int w re led by fre hman hri tina
l lill' cventh place fini h in the 5000m t r run. Hill, a Fairborn n, tive, ran a
tim of 1 :50 while her tcammat
M •gan F ·a el and Tra y Ro ·n r fini ·hcd 11th and 22nd in tim of 19:04
and 20:51.

"She's (Hill) only a freshman,
and she's improving as the season goes
on," said junior Stephanie Supan. "She
ha a lot of potential. .. he' only going
to get better."
Hill earned two point for the
Raiders while the 4x I 00 relay team
earned the other three after fini hing
ixth with a time of 49.09 econd .
The meet wa won by Akron
who cored 197 p int . Ohi State wa
econd and Bowling reen third after
earning 126 and 92 p int re pectively.
W U fini hed ju t ahead of Xavier who
·c red ne p int.
In the print
nior A. hli
Jenkins nee again I d the Raider • fin -

ishing I 0th in the I 00 with a time of
12.57. Ashley Fitzpatrick also ran the
100 finishing 19th in a time of 12.93
seconds.
Jenkin also ran the 200, finishing 11th place in a time of 25. 74 second . Jenkins' teammate Elisha Milner
ran the 400 meter in a time of I :02.53,
good for 25th place.
Senior Le lie Reinhard led the
Raider in the 800 fini bing 14th in a
time of 2:25.39. Her teammate Meli a Danz r and Angie Hin ftni hed
23rd and 25th in time of2:3l.78 and
2:46.1 l.
Marie Mc¥ tta w. ' th· l nc
1500-met r runner fl r W , fini hing

Make sutntner
work for you.

Jenn Williamson runs the 110-hurdles at last
Saturdays meet

11th in a time of 4:44.24. Her quick
time was only nine-tenths of a second
from breaking the school record in the
event.
In the hurdle the women were
led by Jenn Williamson's 14th place
finish in the 100 highs, after she ran a
15.63. In the 400 hurdles Stephanie
Supan and Kelly Bloemer ran times of
1:07.30 and 1:11.73, good for 16th and
22nd place re pectively.
Cortney Mann competed in two
throwing event , finishing 15th in the
hammer and 19th in the di cus on tosse of 42.34 and 34.89 meter .
Jenny Zeigler and Sarah
Pre cott finished 10th and 12th in the
javelin on heave of 26.93 and 23.76
meters.
Th women have ju tone
month left to prepare for the Horizon
League Champion hips in Indianapolis.

Accelerate your degree with summer courses at UC.
Summer classes at University of Cincinnati can help you finish your degree sooner, no matter where you
regularly attend college. UC's three summer sessions start in June, July, and August. Each offers a wide
selection of day and evening courses at our convenient Uptown campus. Whether you study finance or fine
arts, sociology or statistics, you'll be attending a nationally recognized university and earning credits you
can apply toward your degree program.

For more information,
call 513-556-1000 or visit
www.uc.edu/summer.
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Hel
SPRING OPENINGS
$12.25 base/appt. Flexible schedules.
Customer sales/service. No experience
necessary. All majors welcome . All
ages 18+, conditions apply. CALL 4287693

Are you the next Apprentice? Local
entrepreneur doing business in 18
countries will select 15 "out of the box"
thinker to compete for five po itions.
You will compete only with yourself to
perform a task designed to determine if
you have the work-ethic, integrity,
ambition, and "mind-· t" to operat
your own profit center. Your initial
r ward for uc ~ , a $5 0-100 b nus
and th opportunity to earn you
le rn to buld your own nt rpri
y u ar a "Wi1m r" onta t Ms.
( 37) 4%-20 1

"Workout" - Nature of the Job,
Growth
•
Get fit. Get paid.
For part-time Package Handlers at
FedEx Ground, it's like a paid workout. lhe work's demanding, but the
rewards are big. Come join our team,
get a weekly paycheck, tuition assistance and break a sweat with the
nation's package delivery leader.

PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
Qual1f1collons.
• 18 year$ or old r

• Must be able to lift 50 lbs • Part tim ' S-day w
• Ab1l1ty to load, unload,

and sort packa

Make money taking online surveys!
Earn $10-125 for surveys. Earn $25-250
for focus groups. Visit www.cash4students.com/wrig ht
Nanny /Mother's helper needed to care
for my 3 yr old and infant. Full time.
References required. Must have experience with children and good driving
record. Call Michelle at 439-4546

$600 Group Fundraiser Schedurng
Bonus. 4 hours of your group's tim

Childcare needed in our Bellbrook
home for two school-age children. Ff
Summer M-F. Activities, meals, housekeeping. Must be experienced, reliable, non- moker. References and
dep ndable car required. 602-2065.
Movie Extras/ Models Needed!! Young
Faces Needed to Fill a Variety of Jobs!
Candidates Needed for Crowd and
Background Scenes for Local Productions. No Experience Required!! No
Experience Required!! All Looks Needed!! Up to $22 Hourly!! Call 1(800) 2800177 Now for More Info.
Need and extra $36,000 a year? Vending business for sale. Sell $5000. 1-800568-1281 or vendingfriends. com
NOW HIRING CAMPUS MANAGERS
Ready for the UReps challenge? UReps
is looking for the most outgoing,
enthusiastic.lead ers for our Campus
Manager position for the Fall, 2005
semester! Work 10 hours per week,
gain valuable business experience, and
earn while you build your resume.
$100 weekly salary plus bonuses. To
learn more, and apply, visit
www.UReps.com .
SPEAKERS & TRAINERS NEEDED
Global corp. expanding markets. For
Dayton interview, contact Mr. Scott:

(93 7) 224-1973

Worn n llJ'ld M norilies are enoouraged lo apply

to .»lace your
classified acr in next
week's issue.

w

Ground

Pick up The Guardian every Wednesday. ·

Italic
or

Underlin e
Only $2 extra when you place a classified ad.
Call Today!

775-5537

MAKE
$12/HR
PLAYING
POKER
In just a few days
we will be adding
poker to our stable
of skrll games and for
an extremely limited
time we're looking for a

VERY SELECT FEW to join
us right at the start. Yes, we
will PAY YOU to play poker,
as well as giving you a chance of other
offers "regular" players wilf never see.

For more. information:

www. gamesgrid.corn/wrs.

•1.©amesGrid

Call 775.5537

w

EOEJAA

~com/us/careers

BOLD

(937) 436-2031

•

()Poker

Make your best play."•

w.

the

• $9 25/hr. lo start,
schedul d rais s

D yton, OH 45404

PLUS our free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for a $600 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser with
CampusFundrai ser. Contact
CampusFundrai ser, (888) 923-3238, or
visit www.campusfu ndraiser.com
Autographs. Hollywood and Rock &
Roll. FREE catalog From Heroes & Legends at PO Box 9088 Calabasas, CA
91372. Phone: (818) 346-9220

s

Apply In per on t:
FedEx Ground
7920 Center Point 70 Blvd.
Huber Heights, OH 45424

165 E Helena Stre I

Baby itters needed to baby it for Dayton area families throught The Sitter
Connection. Have fun and make good
money. Work around class schedule.
Apply at
www.thesitterco nnection.com
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